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Dear Peter,

October and November have been two of the best months yet
for the development of the Automated Web for Canopy Exploration
(AWCE). I traveled to Los Angel es in late Septet’,bet to encourage
John Wil ian’s, the engineer of AWCE, to move faster on the
design. The reasons for the delay in the construction of AWCE
were a subject of -DRP-9. It appears thatthe equipment n’a be
ready by early January, at which time I plan on returning to Los
Angeles to conduct field tests in the Santa Monica mountains.
The systen’ can then be shipped to Costa Rica inFebruary.

While in Los Angeles, I was pleased to see my photographic
adventure book, LIFE ABOVE THE JUNGLE FLOOR, reviewed by the New
York Times Sunday Book Review on October fourth (see attached
copy). The result of this review was that my literary agent,
Luis Sanurjo of International Creative Management (ICM), decided
to approach editors at several publishing houses with my next
book proposal, PRIMATE TEMPLE-. This book will be a popularly
written chal lenge to existing theories of human evolution.

Another facet of AWCE is the production of a docun’entary
filr’ about its construction and use. I have been looking for a
producer for quite some time and since none have come forward, it
was beginning to look like I would have to produce the film on
my own.

It is quite ren’,arkable how .new business opportunities
sometin’,es materialize. One. Sunday morning I was sipping coffee
and talking wi.th total strangers at a favorite outdoor restaurant
in Sancta Monica. SUsan Olson, an artist who makes paper, from
natural fibers such as banana skins and wil low bark, joined, the
group and became interested in n’y stories about jungle tree.tops.
She introduced n’e to Charles Pavlich, a documentary producer,
who, after hearing r’y plans, became interested in filming the

Donald Perry is an Institute Fel low who is developing a new system
,of access for conducting research in the tops of 3.ungle trees
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building of AWCE. I an’ now putting the fiishing touches on a
proposal for a series about adventure and science in the canopy.

I n’et a number of individuals in Los Angeles whc, wer
very interested in AWCE. These peop;e encouraged ne to actively
work on deve;oping a foundation that woud support continuing
canopy research. As a result I an’ now designing a brochure and
prospectus for the foundation. I arn aso ooking for officers.

Upon returnig toBanchport on October 18th, I was feeing
rruch better about te prospect of constructing AWCE in January
and February. Nevertheless, I was sti pagued by the-thought
of beginning the project on a nargina; budget with the
possibility of funds becoring depleted uid-way through
construction

Between October c) and I made appointrnents with editors
at four pub;ishers, inc;uding Bantam Books and Dutto, to discuss
rny pans for PRIMATE TEMPLE. To save t ire I nade
appointrents for friday, October 24th. This was a hectic day.
rose at 4:30 a. rn., drove to the airport in Rochester, and few to
New York. The questioning sessions at the four publishers were
nuch like going thrc.ugh four set:s of orals. I returned to
Branchport that same eveing.

On October 31, Roberta Halsey (n’y fiancee), her nother
went to Nash’ille, where I delivered a lecture on explorating a
giant hol low tree to the American Society of Consulting
Arborists. An urgent message was waiting for me at the Opryland
Hotel. My agent’, Luis, told me several publishers were vying for
the rights to the human evolution book. .A week of intese
egotiation fol owed, and just when a deal with Bad,tam seemed
imminent, Little Brown of Boston joined the bidding. Little
Brown won. As a result, support for AWCE’s instal ation and
operation has been assured for a number of months, and I am
confident that AWCE wil soon thereafter.become sel f-sufficient.

I wi now return to some subjects that were discussed in
DRP-5, a report entitle "Seeking a Professiona Prc, fession." I
had said that universities see grant proposals as a n’eans of
paying for operations, and they can take up to 50% of a grant
awardedto researchers. Thisis a ;ow figure according to an
article written by Danie; Kosh;and for SCIENCE (234:525).

"...No one rea ly believes that an institutio with a 30
percent overhead is very effi.cient and one with a 100 percent
overhead is a bunch of fu’bers. Rather, they regard the high
rate as a c;ever way to enrich that institution with federa;

n’oney. University adinistrators, spurred by either envy or
a;truistic passior, then try to get "their fair share..."

Kosh;and suggests that overhead be li’ited to 3.5 percet.
The chance of this happening seems about as ike;y as b-aancing
the U.S. budget. Kosh.and is justifiably.worried that "the new
tax bi ’ay be particu;ary hard on private universities" and
that they and pub;ic uiversities might see cotinued raiding of
grants as a means of survival.

The grant-proposai-writing gane is the f;ip side of the
overhead game, which brings us once again to the "publish
perish"syndrone. I c/nnot overesti’ate the in’portance of
publishing to those ocked in the acader’ic/science routine.
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Publishing, and al it connotes a good position at a
university, obtaining grants, and .ultimately tenure is
probably the greatest motivating force in the psyche of today’s
scientists. Thus, researchers have actually become workers for
maintaining a given university’s operations. The tin’,e is rapidly
approaching when a wedge will have to be driven between
university administrations and the grants of research scientists.
Both research freedom and moral values have been eroded by the
existing relationship.

The pressure to publish and obtain grants to support
universities is so great that researchers are being forced to
please administrations, funding agencies, peers, journal editors,
reviewers, and r,ore. What is a "high-powered" researcher to do
if their laboratory or field work fails to show significant
results? The researche would be a disappointr,’,ent not only to
himsel f, but also to a Slew of others who depend on that work.
It is not surprising then that r,’,any researchers r,’,ay doctor data,
or resort to unscrupulous r,eans to enhance the "significance" of
papers.

Be fore this is shrugged off as a rare and isolated event,
consider a case just reported in SCIENCE (234:534) by Eliot
Marshall, where a junior scientist, Dr. Robert Slutsky of the
University of California at San Diego, was found to have
"fabricated data in three papers, listed coauthors without their
perr’ission, and falsified sor,’e Of his qualifications on a
curriculun’, vitae [C.V.].

The fal lout from Slutsky’s al leged cheating i that G8
nedical papers could be invalid, and the specter of cheating has
spread to include a large number of researchers at UCSD. An
inteesting point i the article was that for a tir,’e, Slutky was
publishing papers at the unbelievable rate of about one every ten
days.

"Peters [an investigator of the case] said it i
understandable that someone seeking tenure r,’ight churn out a lot
of papers. ’It’s this damned business of counting nun’,bets of
papers for promotion, rather than quality.’ But for the person o
the top, Peters said, ’It real y is ego: I have 150 papers in
bibliography, sor,’,-body else has so n’,any.’ It all comes down to a
’false sense of values,’ and ’I don’t think any of us are
con’,pletely innocent of it’. (op. cit.)

Publishing is not a free-spirited and creative endeavo of
the acader’ic scietist. Publishing has becore a tread,il

created by university administrations, and by researchers adept
at squeezing the r,’,ost verbi.age out of a data set. "Pub lish
perish" i_s the dorrinant value of acader’ic science; it is the
n’odus p.erandi of acader,’ia.

Dr. Slutsky is 3ust one of a large nun’ber of scientists who
hol d publishing as the highest value .... -This val ue, under.the
constant pressure of the. Sc:ientific social structure, produces
researchers with an insatiable.greed for "C,V. expansi-on" (the

addition of papers to one’s resur’e) In a shr-ewd..polritical
Dr. Slutsky capital izedon this corrupting inf1uence by crediting
a host of fel lows and associates width aUthorship of ques.tioable
work without consulting then’. -Those who ac.cept-ed tl.ese-offeings
are no better than Dr. Slut.sky; by not revealing the- face, they
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have been caught cheating on their own C.V.’s.
According to t.he article, the university has said that the

whole affair-could have con’e to a halt early ,:,n if on’e of the
fel lows (researchers working under Slutsky) had cone forward and
told what they knew. Whet.her or not the university’s clairr.is
true, it total ly ignores the social pressures that operate to
silence sub.:,rdinate biologists. Dr. Slutsky’s fel lows were
possibly worried about getting on the wrong side of senior
biologists who had joined in the cheating. If a senior scientist
is displeased with a subordinate, it can nean rough sailing, for
the career of the subordinate. Junior scientists cannc.t be
expected to police senior scientists. Senior scientist that
wrongful y accepted authorships rust be held to account. As it
stands, 38 subordinate biologists and seven senior scientists
were stug by Slutsky.

My own experience is that enior biologists cone down hard
on subordinate biologists who speak their own n’ind about
unf;atterig subjects of bio;ogy. Consider n’y report DRP-5,
entit;ed "Seeking a Professiona; Profession." The ccments I
rade in that article were not designed to copirent the
scientific socia; structure at the Nationa; Science Foundation
(NSF) and elsewhere,-although there are n’any corplin’entary thing
to be said about these institutions. Mc,r e good is always done
when problers in thee systers are brought into the ope along
with suggestic,ns for their correction, Therefore, it was not a
surprise when, by way of Peter Martin, I received a letter
critical of DRP-5 that was written by Dr. Gol ly, a Division
Director of NSFEnvironnental Biology.

Dr. Gol ly holds a post coveted by_acaderic biologists.
this position, a_senior biologist can have too ruch influence
over who will receive grants for research. I quote fror his
letter

"This young ran [I’rr 39 and not feeling too young] clearly
does not understand science and the, sociology of science. His
ignorance and prejudices are so profound that it isis.quite clear
why he is unsuccessful in obtaining grants and in publishing
scientific ranuscripts... Unfortunately he expresses a nythology
that is repeated over and over arong graduate students and
younger facul.ty who real y don’t want t.o expend effort to
understand the culture they live in and succeed. By repetition
these stories becone true and are very difficult tc, counter...I.
discussed these-ryths with rany col leagues only sortie of whorr
believed re. It is sad that your Institute unwittingly
contributes to the propagation of non-ense."

I ny defense I could say that Dr. Gol y’s ignorance of
publications i tropical biology and the needs of tropical
biology is profound, or he would have seen a nun’ber of
articles (the cover of SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for exanple), and he
would have heard that I have received grants, and he would see
that AWCE could change the way tropical research is conducted.
But Ibelieve Dr. Gol ly knows the irportance of ry work; he is
just unused to a "youngish" biol ogi.st conspicuousl y plucking
feathers fror NSF’s neck.

This brings us back to Dr. Slutsky’s subordinates. They
were in absolutely no position of power, and they would not have
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gained anything by stepping forward to squeal. It is my view,
and that of some of my col leagues, .that .cheating is a commonplace
event. Dr.-Slutsky as only doing what othr researchers hav
don, hisproblm was that h was too prolific. H published.
and pr i shd.

Now I would lik to chal lnga a simplistic valu that it
is wrong..to us unscrupulous mansto advanc one’s career in
biology. Bfor ou steadfastly answr .ys, ook closely at som
rola O.dIs of th professions. Th father_ of modern gntics
Grgor Mndl was a cheat. H has bn posthumously accused
of juggli-ng, his dat-a to make th rsults look bttr. Charls
Darwin, who is often credited with originating.th theory of
volution, apparently took tha basic principls ofvolution from
on of his friends, Edward Blyth,..without giving acknowldgmnt.
Jams Watson and Francis Crick used Rosalind.Franklin’s research
without prmission to dvis th .doubla-halical structur of DNA.
They then won a Noble Prize for that work.

Why shoul d less,distingui-shed scientists b honest when
unscrupul-ousbehavior is rwadd with clebratd scientific
recognition?..Scienc advances by finding answers to questions
about nature, Whther or not a scintist is scrupulous has no
bearing at all ..on scintific discoveries,

Cheating is so respected it.has been institutionalized.
Senior researchers of:ten expect and dem.and that their nare be
placed on papers produced by thei graduate student and
subordinates. This r[ost prevalen-t formof cheating is cal led, of
al things, "honorific authorship".

One can run into problems when one uses moral codes to judge
Dr. Slutsky’s work. Mendel would have been criticized had he
been caught fudging his data. Yet the important issue.was-that
Mend.el was essential ly cc,ect in hi.s conclusion. Perhaps
Slutsky is esentia!.ly correct in hi conclusions also.

The mot. pressing probler ofthe sqiences i educing the
tertation to cheat, The investigating comrittee of the. Slutsky
cadet, had a few uggetion. "(i) peer review should focus on
the quality, not-quantity of a researcher’s: work., (ii) that each
deprtrent houl.d develop a means-t,identify ’the type and
degree of participation of every facultyauthor in each published
work,._, :(ii:i) that coauthorship should ’reflect scientific
invo.lveren :and iuply reponsi.bility for the work reported,’
including a esponsibility to defend coauthored papers if cal led
upon,- and (.iw) that the rredi-cal school should develop c leaer
guidelines for uperviing trainees and ’realistic’ standards of
productivity.

The above guidelines are sinply rest.aterents of ethics that
have always been known., Only c.ne change, however, will reduce
this serious probler’-in, our ,:oun.r.’.,.S institutions of higher
education: UNIVERSITIES MUST BE SEVERED FROM THEIR DEPENDENCE. ON
GRANTS TO RESEARCHERS FOR SUPPORT AND SURVIVAL.

Since univer.sities would not benefit directly from the
prolific publications of a gifted writer, the treadmill would
.slow to a relaxing pace. Quality would then gain in importance.

Even if Dr. Slut-sky does not ulti[,ately prove to be an
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excel lent scientist, he has n’ade a r’ore important stat en’ent than
n’ost of the papers that are currently being written. Dr.
Slutsky’s talented effort revealed the depth of the ’alignancy
acadeni c professions.

Is this rralignancy lirited only to biology? Other acadenic
professions, probably al of then’, suffer the sarape disease. An
article by Colin Nornan, in the Septe-ber 2B issue of SCIENCE
:1380), enbodies several repugnant facets of the acadenic

conr,unity. "David F. Noble, a historian who has gained
widespread attention for two books analyzing the process of
technica change, has sued the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology [MIT] for denying hin tenure." In one of these books,

E , Noble "cha; ;enged the role of MIT in the
deve;oprent of nuerica; ;y control ed achine too; technology,
crediting an individual entrepreneur rather than the MIT faculty
rebers with key discoveries."

It is true that cha; ;enges such as the above do not ake
friends, but Noble c;airs that this aspect of his work fas
outside of tenure decisions, in the doain of freedon of speech.
Tenure decisions ust go through peer review. When Nobe’s
application carrie before the first group of four peers in an open
session, he was unaninous;y reconended for tenure. His
application, however, was then sent to another group of peers for
a secret vote. Noble was fired.

Peer review, i. secret, is probably the single, ost-abused
ritua in acadenia. This is where the ugly biases of peers and
seniors becore law. This despicable r,ur,rery should have long ago
been abolished.

Nobl’e has charged MIT with infringer’ent of his freedor of
speech, and is "asking the court to’order MIT to. appoint hir to a
textured position or, a;ternative;-y, to reconsider his candidacy
according to proper acaderic criteria. He is also seeking $1.5

ri; lion dol ;ars in danages." (op cit.) If MIT wishes to rid the
faculty of people who exercise their ’right to speak openly and
freely, then the school should have to- pay As r,ore suits are
brought against "secret dealings", various universities wil have
to pay heavily for institutionalizing personnel prejudices.

It is ry view that acadenic social structure is a holdover
fror feudal tirades, There is no respect for freedon of speech,
and speaking publicly and honestly about controversial subjects
is ir’plicitly forbidden, unless the speech supports the "party
line." For soe reason, ny scientific connunity does not
understand the bill of rights.

The power behind the acadenic profession’s curtai l.rent of
the freedor of speech is a rigidly structured, social
organization. The common,unity has wel l-defined, hierarchical roles
that are reflected in frequently used do’inance titles such as
senior, junior, fel ow, post-doc, and young. Does using these
ters help us evaluate research quality? There is one good place
for these titles resues.
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To conc;ude, in DRP-5 and this report
end to several practi,zes in academia:

-,.1 ) secret peer reviews
2) .Lwriting grant proposals for no pay
i3) ogerhead charges by universities
4) -bocking the freedom of speech
5) the use of hierarchical terms

I have cal led for an

The social fabric of academic professions needs a tota
cleaning, although to be honest I doubt any progress can be made.
The "alpha" maizes/females have a strangle hold on the careers of
their subordinates.

Best wishes,
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